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Executive summary
Around 30 organisations met together over 22 and 23 rd October 2014 to discuss a
South African decriminalisation campaign. The objectives of the campaign we too: 1.
strengthen and expand the decriminalisation family and 2. To commit to working
together on decriminalization activities. These objectives were further discussed in
questioning how this work can become part of our daily work and not an add on and
fit into what we already do. The meeting also set about to: get everyone on the same
page about decriminalisation; be able to argue for positions on sex work; design
advocacy activities that we can do together; network; and build bridges between
provincial partners. While some requested clarification on what decriminalisation
may mean and how it differs to legalisation. The overwhelming majority expected to
work on decriminalisation and develop a clear campaign in partnership with a range
of stakeholders .
The red umbrella HIV Global Fund programme was presented noting the current
activities and processes underway. Indicators and targets were critiqued by partners
noting the restrictions of working around sex work only within an HIV prevention
paradigm. Presentations were provided of the different legal models – noting
legalisation, criminalisation, partial criminalisation and decriminalisation.
Decriminalisation was presented as the rational and rights based approach to work
towards in South Africa. A contextual analysis of sex work was presented revealing
that as at April 2013, SWEAT estimates that there are 182 000 sex workers in South
Africa. Approximately 167 000 are female (91%), 8000 are male and 7000 are
transgender. The HIV prevalence rate amongst female sex workers is as high as
59.6% globally.
Following this a ‘dragons den’ scenario was presented with six areas of religion and
morality, feminism, human rights, labour, health and gender based violence
presenting arguments for decriminalisation. Rich and robust discussion was held in
learning how to argue for and to prepare to argue with those opposed to
decriminalisation using these six areas took place. Before the end of the day a few
digital stories were shown depicting the stories and lives of sex workers and a
debriefing session was held before the conclusion of the day.
The second day enabled working groups to develop advocacy campaigns for the six
working areas. Groups were industrious and produced slogans, posters, pamphlets,
plans of actions and t shirts and even a memorandum of demands. These were
presented and interrogated by the groups and served the basis for peer learning and
the refining of advocacy strategies.
The final part of the meeting was directed towards the planning of a coalition
structure noting different formats currently existing in the country and exploring what
may be possible to work towards. Volunteers stepped forward and a group will be
working towards a new formation structure. A point of contention concerns the
political interference of donors in sex work space which makes some members want
to participate as secret members. This was discussed widely with different views on
whether members should have this privilege or practicality or not were shared.
Participants left the meeting having been fully briefed on the merits of
decriminalisation. Some expressed disappointment in not moving forward enough
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with a clearer strategy. Others who were newer to the movement wanted a greater
historical perspective and others wanted to ensure that intersectional reproductive
justice issues are not neglected.

Background
Nadia Sanger welcomed participants, an icebreaker was
conducted and the objectives and expectations determined.

Objectives
The objectives of the meeting were noted as:
1. To strengthen and expand the decriminalisation family
2. To commit to working together on decriminalization
activities
These objectives were further discussed in questioning how this work can become
part of our daily work and not an add on and fit into what we already do. The meeting
also set about to:
 get everyone on the same page about decriminalisation;
 be able to argue for positions on sex work;
 design advocacy activities that we can do together;
 network;
 and build bridges between provincial partners

Expectations
Participants were asked to note their expectations for the two day meeting; the
following were noted:
 A strategy knowledge
 To know the benefits of decriminalisation of
sex work
 More information on the labour argument for
decrim1
 Understand how to design decrim
campaign
 To be updated on where we are currently
and any recent developments
 To learn more
 I want to know how far we are from on our
way to decriminalisation of sex work
1

Decrim is the abbreviation for the Decriminalisation of sex work. A hashtag used on
social media for example, face book and twitter #decrim
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What challenges we are still facing that prevents the process of
decriminalisation of sex workers to be finalised
Good networking and building of relationships
Consolidated litigation and advocacy strategy to achieve decrim that includes
numerous national stakeholders
Clear way forward and advocacy plan
Understand better how different partners are working together to achieve
decrim
Formation of coalition within the sector
National commitment for decrim and an understanding of how we care going
to achieve decrim together
 Making
decriminalisation a
‘reality’
 Going
forward with more
strength and
advocacy
 To get to
expand Sisonke
reach and likes on
facebook and
social media
Decriminalisation versus legalisation – what does this mean?
How realistic is decrim for South Africa and or other African countries in terms
of border issues
Coalition building and commitments
How will children will be protected when decrim happens
To get a better understanding of the decriminalisation campaign
To Be able to realise the goals which will be set over the next 2 days
Post decrim?
Clear advocacy strategies going forward
To come up with a united voice on decriminalisation
A plan on a clear way forward to drive the decrim campaign with achievable
milestones and to show real progress
Everyone’s objective to be on the same (page) and right strategies in place
Decriminalisation of sex work
Plan of action for the way forward
To fully understand how decriminalisation of sex work will benefit sex workers
Share and find ways on strategising towards campaign on decrim
To understand more of what decriminalisation of sex work is
To share with other colleagues’ they have in their area and descriptions of sex
work
Deepened understanding of why decrim is important for advacnting sex
workers human rights
Expect to see a concrete directive or statement regarding decrim which will
shake South Africa
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To get an overview of all the stakeholders activities in advocacy for decrim
How far/closer are we as SA with regards to decrim
 To come out of the two days with a plan and
implementation of the decrim campaign
 Learn more about the campaign
 Clear understanding on decriminalisation of sex
work
 Creating momentum on sex worker human rights
and decriminalisation and a commitment to taking it
forward
 To gain better knowledge and deepen
understanding to enable me to take a greater stand on
the decriminalisation of sex work in South Africa
 To know how to deal with cops who harass the
sex workers
 A better understanding of decrim
 Strong argument for decriminalisation of the work
 I do and my fellow colleagues
Clarify the difference between decriminalisation and legalisation
Advancing intersectionality and approach and linking campaigns

While some requested clarification on what decriminalisation may mean and how it
differs to legalisation. The overwhelming manjority expected to work on
decriminalisation and develop a clear campaign in partnership with a range of
stakeholders .

Presentation one: Red Umbrella Programme update
Joe Rossouw
“The Red Umbrella logo is appropriate because it acknowledges the human rights
base of the programme; is internationally recognised as a symbol of sex workers
rights, and also acknowledges the fact that the Phase II programme is an umbrella
under which diverse organisations are represented.” Maria Stacey SWEAT
Contents of presentation
1. The Red Umbrella Programme
 Programme overview
 Implementing partners / sub-recipients
 Logic model
 Goals
 Programme activities
 Indicators and targets
 Achievements
Programme of Action Alignment
Third biggest NACOSA programme (99 million) – Global Fund Grant Phase II
SWEAT – lead implementing partner (training, coordination, programme
development, quality assurance, M&E, direct services, helpline…)
All 9 Provinces
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19 Sub-Recipients
Combination prevention peer led – 560 peer motivators (was 80 in Phase 1)
Each peer motivator must provide services / support to 60 SW each quarter
56 site coordinators (average of 10 peer motivators per site coordinator)
Size estimation (SWEAT & Impact Consulting)
Approximately 70 sites (sub districts) nationally (56 primary sites)
SWEAT national helpline
Sensitisation training (SWEAT)
Training for peers and site coordinators (SWEAT)
Support to Sisonke Sex Worker Movement (SWEAT)
Support SANAC Sex Work Sector (SWEAT)
EASTERN CAPE
• East London High Transmission Area
• Kheth’Impilo
• TB HIV Care Association
FREE STATE
• Lesedi-Lechabile Primary Care
• LifeLine Free State
• Qholaqwhe Advice Centre
GAUTENG
• Centre for Positive Care
• Nqobile Women’s Development Project
• Oasis Faithworks
• Perinatal HIV Research Unit
• Wits Reproductive Health & HIV Institute
KWAZULU-NATAL
• Kheth’Impilo
• LifeLine Durban
• LifeLine Zululand
• TB HIV Care Association
LIMPOPO
• Centre for Positive Care
• Hoedspruit Training Trust
• Munna Ndi Nnyi?
MPUMALANGA
• GRIP
• Hoedspruit Training Trust
NORTHERN CAPE
• LifeLine Northern Cape
• Partners in Sexual Health
NORTH WEST
• Centre for Positive Care
• SWEAT
WESTERN CAPE
• Partners in Sexual Health
• SWEAT
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Logic model

Goals









Stabilisation of the HIV prevalence among sex workers;
Increased access to HIV-related services (through sensitising and mobilising gatekeepers);
Increased access to emergency and psychosocial support for sex workers;
Improved coverage and access to SW-focussed HIV prevention, treatment, care and support
services;
Increased capacity of government, community-based and non-governmental organisations to
successfully implement sex worker programmes in their coverage areas;
Increased coordination of sex work programming to ensure integration, address and identify
priorities, gaps, needs and challenges;
Reduction of violence experienced by sex workers; and
Progress towards the decriminalisation of sex work in South Africa.
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Project Model

Indicators and Targets
Output indicator:
• Number of sex workers who received an HIV test and know their result
– TARGET: 26 821 SW tested from Oct 2013 – March 2016
Process indicators:
• Number of sex workers reached through outreach – TARGET: 33 600
SW reached per quarter
• Number of risk reduction workshops (and attendance) – TARGET: 4
200 SW reached per quarter (168 workshops)
• Number of condoms distributed – TARGET: 9075 000 condoms to be
distributed (NACOSA condoms and lube)
Programmatic Performance 1 Oct 2013 to 30 Sept 2014

Indicator

0% - 59%
Target

Actual

60%-89%
>90%

Number & Percentage of
Sex workers who received an
HIV test and know their test
results

8209

7271

89%

Number of sex workers
reached through outreach

33600

30799

92%
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Number of SW reached
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0

30799

33600

23360

4587

7151

Actual reached Actual reached Actual reached Actual reached Target SW
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
reached per
quarter (Q3Q10)

Projected Q4 – 33000 (still being verified)
Q5 – Q10 +- 33600 sex workers receiving services per quarter, more than one
service per quarter - > minimum 168 000 services – 200 000 direct as roughly the
same cohort. In actual fact cohort or number receiving services far greater than
33600. This leads to immense peer support, social capital and social network
formation -> much more empowering than a single once of comprehensive
biomedical prevention.

Number of SW receiving HCT and know their result

4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

3984
3102
2051
364

Actual HCT
Q1

872

Actual HCT
Q2

Actual HCT
Q3

Actual HCT
Q4

Target HCT
per quarter
(Q3-Q10)
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9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

Cumalitive HCT actual and target
8209
7271

Actual HCT cumulative

Target cumulative HCT (Q1-Q4)

Sweat training, sensitisation and the helpline
Cumulative
actual

% of target

452

81%

45

80%

109

97%

40

100%

503

52%

3062

213%

Number of sex workers trained as peer educators

Number of project coordinators trained in facilitating
risk reduction workshops

Number of peer educators trained as paralegal
counsellors
Number of peer educators trained in HCT

Number of people who deal with sex workers trained
in sensitisation training

Number of sex workers reached through the call
centre

Questions and comments
 Where else do you take these stats too – given high rate of abuse?
 This is a human rights programme, but no requirement to report on human
rights abuses only HIV related matters; so these areas neglected by
organisations who are not sharing HR passion. All motivated by HCT – we
are not going to win battle with this – also need to focus on ARVs
 Integrate adherence support and clubs
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Human rights (HR) defenders should add additional data on HR as not
required by global fund – so can be used in lobby and advocacy

Presentation two: What is Decriminalisation: What is the current
context of the decriminalisation movement in South Africa
Cherith Sanger and Stacey Leigh Manhoek
• Would Criminalisation work in SA?
It is in operation in South Africa for 55 years (although clients were only criminalised
in 2007). It fails in its policy aim.
Would Criminalisation work in SA?
•

What is it?

•

What is the impact?

•

Bans the act of receiving
money or goods in return for
sex (the sex worker);

•

Direct violence against sex
workers from client

•

The act of providing the
money or goods (being a
client);

•

Structural violence against
sex workers

•

Or the act of working in other
ways with sex workers or
living off their earnings

•

Unequal power relations
limits ability to use condoms
(partners, and fear of police)

•

Discrimination – barriers to
services

•

Numbers of
sex workers
Violence against
sex workers
Leaving sex work
Trafficking
Under-age sex work
Affected
neighbourhoods

Sex work industry had increased, in spite of 55 years of
criminalisation
Ongoing violence perpetrated by police, clients, intimate partners
and controllers. 2011 Research report shows police main violators
Criminal records prevent job seeking
Psychological and emotional impact of criminalisation.
A hidden sex industry. No motivation to engage with the police.

A hidden sex industry. No motivation to engage with the police, no access
by social service agencies, and incentives to report
Communities are disempowered by a criminalisation law, since the long
term solutions – engagement directly with sex workers – is not incentivised.
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Legalisation
What is it?

What is the impact?

SW regarded as a legal
occupation – regulated
through criminal law or other
legislation

Law has little effect on the # of SW’s /clients

State creates and sustains
various controls over sex
workers which is greater than
control over people in other
employment

Most SW’s do not register and so work illegally

Work in defined areas

Deters SW’s from setting up their own businesses

Register with government

If fail to register = break the law

Undergo regular health tests

Registration offers little benefit in terms of safety or rights

Sex workers end up being
“illegal” because they breach
the rules.

Risks privacy and freedom

Germany, Mali, Netherlands,
Senegal

Police interfere with their work

Threats of exposing them
Controls such as regular testing =
proven no public health benefit

The legalisation of prostitution in The Netherlands has had its share of successes
and setbacks. In particular, critics note that while legalisation benefits prostitutes who
are residents of the European Union- who are now able to obtain legal, health, and
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social services- illegal immigrants and other “undesirables” have been pushed
further underground and are thus even more vulnerable to violence and exploitation”
•
•

Parliament of Canada 2008
“Research show that the Victorian system of law reform and its associated
politics have served to reinforce negative views of the sex industry. It is
argued that it is not enough to make sex work a legal occupation. Both
legislators and the general public need to consider it a legitimate occupation
of choice”

Would legalisation work in SA?
•
•
•
•

it involves the state in considerable regulatory expense and involves police in
significant volumes of work.
It is particularly difficult to operate in an environment such as South Africa,
where around 70% of sex work is street-based.
Most regulations of sex work are unnecessary and unreasonable in that they
serve no purpose other than to target sex workers and treat them differently
than other people;
Regulations prohibiting offensive behaviours already exist in the national and
municipal by-laws of most democratic countries.

Partial Criminalisation
•
•
•
•

Basis that sex work violated a person’s human rights, and that there is no
such thing as free choice in this matter.
Sex work in all its forms constitutes the sale and consumption of human
bodies
It seeks the abolition of sex work through the removal of demand.
See sex work as a serious form of male violence against women.

Will partial criminalisation work in SA?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drive SW’s further underground.
Not allowed to be visible – dangers of pressured negotiations.
Sex worker will not be able to work without fear of the police
Criminalisation of buying sex is a refusal in law to accept SW as work
SW’s will still be stigmatised and treated as victims
Access to health care will remain challenging
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Decriminalisation
•

What is it?

•

What is the impact?

•

Only rights based approach to SW

•

Win – Win solution

•

All prohibitions are repealed

•

Costs govt less money to enforce

•

Sw’s can work without artificial and
arbitrary limitations

•

Easier to obtain HIV prevention and
treatment services

•

Brothels operate as ordinary
businesses

•

Communities have new opportunities
to engage with SW’s

•

Laws protecting the rights of SW’s and
offering protection from special risks
are put in place

•

Rewards business people who
manage brothels and other SW
business to a high standard

•

New Zealand, New South Wales

•

Examples of the Benefits of Decrim
• The New Zealand law contained a 5-year review process, and its report in
2008 had positive outcomes, with:
• no evidence of an increase in the number of sex workers, of increased
trafficking, or of more under-age sex workers.
• evidence of much better relationships between police and sex workers.
• reports from sex workers of improved working conditions and well-being,
feeling safer under the new legal framework, and being able to negotiate safer
sex and to report abuse to police;
• There is proof that decriminalisation promotes engagement with public health
services.
Would Decrim work in SA?
• Decriminalisation of sex work would be right for South Africa because it is
human rights-focussed,
• it is built on a public health model (harm minimisation) and it moves the
relationship between sex workers and the state from a conflict-based
relationship with the police (as enforcers of criminalisation
• All this builds the dignity of sex workers, the great majority of whom are
women.
• Would Decrim work in SA?
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Issue

Numbers of sex
workers

•

How Decrim will benefit?

•

New Zealand research indicated no clear impact on
overall numbers involved in the sex industry, but evidence
in two cities – Auckland and Wellington – of a move from
the streets into brothels and escort work.

Violence against sex
workers

The marked improvement in sex worker-police relationships
under decriminalisation

Trafficking

Decriminalisation has a transformative effect on the police-sex
worker relationship,..
The New Zealand law attempts to combat trafficking by denying
immigration permits to anyone who intends to work in, invest in
or run a sex work business.

Under-age sex work

It follows that evidence of involvement by children (under 18)
in sex work – which is an economic and reputational threat to adult
and consensual sex workers – would be more likely to be passed on
from sex workers to the police under decriminalisation.
The 2008 Review Committee on the law reform found that only 1.3%
of sex workers were aged under 18.

Affected neighbourhoods

Decriminalisation changes the relationship between representatives
of neighbourhoods where street sex work takes place and the sex
workers themselves.
Only behaviour of the SW’s that is offensive to the point that it
breaches existing and non sex work-specific by-laws – police will be
involved.
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Presentation three: The Current Context of the Decriminalisation
Movement in South Africa
Cherith Sanger
Headless body found in Chatsworth
August 19 2014 at 09:38am
By MPHATHI NXUMALO
Snapshot at the Context
• The headless body of Desiree Murugan, 39, was found at the Shallcross
sports stadium in Chatsworth, Durban on 19 August 2014.
• http://www.iol.co.za/dailynews/news/headless-body-found-in-chatsworth1.1737413#.VEZtq_mUeAW
• “It is believed she had been working as a prostitute”
• Sister Jennet said: “Regardless of her drugs and line of work, she did not
deserve to die in such a barbaric way.”
• Snapshot at the Context
Name
• Age
• Date of
• Place of
Nature of Death
Death
Death
Sonja
Pietersen

•

22

16 July 2014

•

Heathfield,
Cape Town

Fatal gunshot wound
to the chest

Anisa Adama

•

25

28 July 2014

•

Loop Street,
Cape Town
CBD

Strangled and
mutilated

Shemise
Gordan
(Kleintjie)

•

19

2/3 August
2014

•

Kenilworth,
Cape Town

Body found half
naked in a parking lot w
wounds

Anita
Mambumba

•

38

3 August 2014

•

Khayelitsha,
Cape Town

died of head
injuries after an assault
stolen

Carmen
Williams

•

30

2 September
2014

•

Woodstock,
Cape Town

Body found
under a railway
bridge in Woodstock.
She was heavily
pregnant at time of
death

Sex Work and the South African Context: What is the evidence?
•

As at April 2013, SWEAT estimates that there are 182 000 sex workers in
South Africa. Approximately 167 000 are female (91%), 8000 are male and
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•

•
•
•

•

7000 are transgender. Sex Worker Education and Advocacy Taskforce and
Impact Consulting, Sex Workers in South Africa: A Rapid Size Estimation
Study, (2013)
HIV prevalence rate amongst female sex workers is as high as 59.6%. Baral
et al., Burden of HIV among female sex workers in low-income and middleincome countries: a systematic review and meta-analysis (2012) Lancet
2:538-49
In SWEAT’s Survey of its National Programme in 2013, it found that sex
workers named clients as perpetrators of violence 57% of the time, and police
officers responsible for violence against them 53% of the time.
Sex Work and the South African Context: What is the evidence?
The Lancet Journal’s special edition on sex work launched at the 2014 AIDS
Conference in Australia reported research findings that provided that the
decriminalisation of sex work could avert HIV infections by 33- 46% in the
next decade.
In addition, South Africa’s National Strategic Plan to combat HIV recognises
sex workers as a priority group. Sex workers are recognised as one of the
“key populations” at high risk for HIV along with men who have sex with men,
transgender persons, and injecting drug users. Health 24.com:

Sex workers part of national HIV plan
The Legal Context: Criminalisation
• The Sexual Offences Act of 1957 and the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and
Related Matters) Amendment Act of 2007 criminalise the buying and selling of
sex, brothel keeping, managing or pimping, working in a brothel, living off the
earnings of sex work.
• Provincial level by-laws on soliciting, drunkard behaviour and loitering
indirectly criminalise sex work.
• The criminalisation of sex work results in high levels of violence being
perpetrated against sex workers by the police, managers and clients and
reinforces stigma that stops sex workers from accessing health care services.
Criminalisation accordingly drives sex workers even further to the margins of
our society.
• The States Constitutional Obligations
• The Constitution is supreme law in South Africa.
• The Constitution requires the state to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the
rights in the Bill of Rights including the rights to human dignity, equality and
freedom and security of the person.
• Section 9 of the Constitution (the equality clause), further obligates the state
to ‘promote the achievement of equality’ by taking legislative and other
measures to ‘protect or advance persons’ or groups of people ‘disadvantaged
by unfair discrimination’.
• Recent Court Judgments
• In May 2014, the Western Cape High Court sentenced Johannes De Jager to
3 ‘life sentences’ after being convicted for the murder of 2 sex workers aged
16 and 18 years. Acting Judge Chuma Cossie said the sentences for the
"brutal and savage" murder of two teenagers would run concurrently.
• In March 2014, the Gauteng Circuit of the High Court found Paul Opperman
guilty of the murder of Anita Loba. He was sentenced to only 12 years
imprisonment of which 5 years are suspended. Opperman pleaded not guilty
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to the charge of murder and attempted to justify his actions by testifying that:
‘The woman asked to have rough sex with me. … When I did and when she
screamed, I thought she was enjoying the sex...’
• South Law Reform Process
• Some 13 years ago, the South African Law Reform Commission (‘SALRC’)
instituted Project 107 on ‘Adult Prostitution’.
• After persistent efforts made by organisations advocating for sex worker’s
human rights for progress to be made on project 107 over the last 13 years,
the Commission for Gender Equality have advised that the SALRC submitted
its recommendation for a legal model for sex work during last month.
• Increased Support for Decriminalisation
The Commission for Gender Equality has publically announced its support for the
decriminalisation of sex work as have many international institutions concerned with
health and human rights, including the International AIDS Alliance, World Health
Organization, UNFPA, UNAIDS, Human Rights Watch and the Global Commission
on HIV and the Law.
Questions and Comments
 We need to track cases – incidence of violence across country, build a case
for decriminalisation;
 What are the plans for monitoring implementation;
 How do we sensitive police - police do not want to assist as view as sex
workers;
 Arguments – piece meal, challenge all HR violations that sex workers to
experience. Condoms, harassment, interdict harassment against sex workers;
 Difficult to engage with police – the law is what it is, they feel victimized by sex
workers, training on HR violations – with Deputy Commissioner of WC and
Deputy Minister;
 We have to do service delivery work – implementation;
 Hold accountable – continuous work and movement building needed;
 Justice Kate Reagon has asked what is the movement post Jordan;
 In Cabinet meeting – greater awareness;
 Intersectional issues – huge support – reproductive justice

Dragons Den - Presentations
Participants were introduced to the concept of the dragons den where an idea is
presented and one has to defend and critique it. Six areas in relation to sex work
were presented and then participants had to critique the presentations. The
motivation for this was to enable participants to defend sex work in advocacy
campaigning and be prepared to address the oppositions arguments

Religious and Moral Cultural argument
Kholi Buthelezi and Pam Chakuvinga
The primary moral objections to the decriminalisation of sex work?
• Sex work is viewed as immoral and should therefore be illegal
• Decriminalisation of sex work challenges the values of multiple faiths
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• Decriminalisation of sex work gives the sex work profession legitimacy and
therefore normalizes it in society
As human beings we are born into religions, traditions and Culture our moral values
are determined by these. Culture: comprises of language, history, background,
education, socialisation, parents and heritage. Over time, based on our
environments, education, monetary value and our societies needs the religions,
traditions and cultures that govern our moral compasses may change.
Tradition and Cultural practices are often based on societies patriarchal powers in
terms of governing gender roles. Examples of these practices are: ukutwala, lobola,
polygamy and mourning cleansing
When you look at Religion, tradition and culture the sex workers Empowered to
make decisions, negotiate money and condom use. We don't have to abide by the
religious rituals, the traditional and cultural practises. For example with lobola a
payment has to be agreed on by the “men” of the family and is paid to the family not
to the bride but a sex worker can be self determined and decide on what fee to
charge.
•
•
•
•

Negative religious and traditional practices actually increases risk for sex
workers
Religious E.g. Catholic Church (no condom use)
Traditional E.g. Condom use within a traditional marriage
Modern Dating Culture E.g. Long term relationship where condoms are not
often used

Jewish law defined adultery as unlawful sex with a married (or betrothed) woman.
A married man was not however, considered an adulterer as long as the women
he slept with were unmarried. Most people nowadays would recognise the
injustice of such a double standard and indeed law has been changed in many
parts of the world – adultery has been decriminalised
•
•
•
•

Decriminalisation may not completely eradicate human trafficking
Or gender based violence acts that are disguised as traditional & cultural
practices
But it allows a shift of power from the patriarchs of our society to sex workers
It also allows law enforcement to focus their efforts on perpetrators of human
right’s abuses against women and children

The practice of ‘Nik al-Mut‘ah’ which in Arabic roughly translates as ‘marriage for
pleasure’, allows couples to have sex for a limited period of time, anywhere between
an hour and more than year - with possible renewal (Lapidos, 2008). Payment from
the man to the woman is typical since the practice was established as a way of
enabling widows to receive an income (Wikipedia, 2010b). Since the sex is
sanctioned there are fewer questions of its morality.
Historically the Church/Bible has had an ambiguous position on
•

Morality
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•
•
•

When we demand for Decrim we are not trying to convert or change people’s
views on morality
It is about creating a safe working environment for those engaging in sex work
Decriminalisation supports & protects sex workers, who in most societies are
a marginalized & vulnerable group

According to the Bible :
• Gambling is immoral
• So is sex work
• Yet gambling is legalised as it has tax benefits for the government & job
creation on a large scale
• Morality is clearly subjective and is over-ruled when it comes to monetary
value and who benefits from legalising the “immoral act”
Decriminalisation challenges
• Decriminalisation challenges the moral and unjust double standard of the many
prohibition laws which place more blame (and punishment) on the sex worker than
the client
• Decriminalisation facilitates the exchange of information with, and positive
relationships with, policing authorities necessary for identifying and assisting
trafficked sex workers
•
•
•
•
•

If clients are not criminalised they will be more likely to come forward with
information regarding suspected trafficked victims they may encounter
All too often sex work is conflated with trafficking, child sex abuse and rape -and it is these conflations that drive the scrutiny and negative attention we in
the industry so often face.
In the year 2014, I believe that morality has no place in any discussion on sex
work.
It has a way, though, of sneaking in -- often through the religious orders who
are proposing the further criminalization of our trade.
To these moralists I say:

"I don't ask you to like what I do. If you find the exchange of sex for cash abhorrent,
that’s your opinion. But what I do ask for is to be allowed to do my job in safety and
to be treated with dignity and respect."
Questions and comments




Competing rights – section 36 application if justifiable in balancing – the rights
of the sex worker and the right of the person claiming right breached. Based
on violence experienced by sex workers, it is quite clear that sex workers
human rights violations would be seen. There are two rights of two separate
groups not conflicting. Sex workers should have taken the right to be taken
away from them;
Other things criminalised, adultery is criminalised not sex work, biblical work
does not stand up;
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Why putting moral issue in relation to sex work yet quiet about forced
marriages – and families get lobola;
Faced with rape in society, is this moral decay;
Semen is sacred, women should have children, this is evil;
What is morality, whose morality , cultural and religious fundamentalism part
of us – restricts us – is this moral ;
Do sex workers go to Church – yes we do, in a dark road we prayer. Sex
workers are human beings with faith. Clients in church. Jesus did not run
away from sex workers. Washed Jesus’s feet etc. ;
Does everyone who have sex go to Church – yes;
Is a sex worker less holier as sleeping around with many partners – as a
lesser person as not in a marriage;
Different types of faiths, one of which is Christianity- we are taught not to
judge, many sex workers go to church and prayer and believe. What does our
Christianity say about sex workers.Jesus says come as we are

Feminist
Ishtar Lakhani





Feminism is aimed at defining, establishing and defending equal political,
economic, cultural, and social rights for women. This includes seeking to
establish equal opportunities for women in education and employment
A feminist advocates or supports the rights and equality of women
Feminism is an ideology, therefore it consists of various perspectives of how
to position women in the world

Why important
•

Patriarchy is still alive and well in every sphere of life. Evidence of this is the
gender inequality in the workplace, in the household, in communities and in
spaces of political power
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•
•
•

South African laws have not translated into reality
Women’s bodies are still a site of struggle
Feminism does not exclude men

Feminism against sex work
•
•
•
•

Sex work is inherently exploits women and further stereotypes women as
purely sexual objects to be dominated by men
All sex work is coercion therefore no sex work is consensual
Sex work should be abolished
Sex workers should be ‘rescued’

Feminist arguments for sex work
•

•
•
•
•

Sex work is not inherently oppressive. “Selling sex vs Selling myself” based
on the notion that a woman’s sexuality is her entire worth. The belief behind
this expression is that since a woman has nothing of value to offer except her
sexuality, if she “sells” that she has “sold herself” and there is nothing left.
Sex work is no more moral or immoral that other jobs
Emphasis the importance of agency and intersectional politics.
Sex work is an option to provide for themselves and their families and claim
power through their transactions. Sex work as a valid choice. It is a legitimate
form of work when faced with the options of other bad jobs
Sex work and trafficking is not conflated
The effects of a criminalised system

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Criminalisation has resulted in: worse working conditions; increase in
vulnerability to violence; increase risk of HIV transmission; pushed
underground so it’s difficult to engage with sex workers in a meaningful way
A decriminalised context is the most effective and pragmatic way of
addressing the conditions of women in the sex industry
Bill to decrim sex work in New Zealand: 56 feminist submissions. 40
supported decrim
Protect women regardless of whether sex work as there chosen career or
chosen because of lack of options
Arguing for decriminalisation does not necessarily mean an endorsement of
sex work
Why should women’s rights groups support the decriminalisation of sex work?
A source of income for women
The laws criminalizing sex work are outdated and patriarchal
Current laws violate sex workers’ human rights
Violence against women can only be addressed in a fully decriminalized
system
Current laws increase women’s vulnerability to HIV/AIDS
Decriminalization fosters responsibility, empowerment, self-esteem and selfcare, all important feminist values
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Questions and comments



















Women to not have the power of consent in this issue. Are they not saying
women do not have the capacity to make decisions, is this not oppressing
women?
If we agree that SW all comes in different forms, exchange of goods for sex.
Majority of women are partly sex workers;
If we also accept male sex workers – what about women who are buying –
Women can buy or men. Men who also buy – men who buy from men.
Women who have sex with women;
Ishtar case = prochoice argument – her choice to choose to do this. 90% are
women, majority are poor, they do not have a choice, forced against will;
Majority of male bodied – are transgender – forced to do this as survival. Gay
people ostracised and only way to keep themselves alive =- there is no
choice;
Nothing without me about me – still while limited choices I made a choice;
This is a fundamental misunderstanding of personal choice - personal is
political, this disregards social justice;
Can you cite a case study where sex work has dismantled patriarchy. If sex
workers proud of work - why do you hide behind masks - Social feminists –
blame of poverty, lets get rid of capitalism.;
Everyone chooses what they want to be – street vendors, drugs – I can take
care of myself and brother – I do not have to wait to be paid;
Sex work is one of the limited choices I can do, Cannot let your background or
status determine who you are;
It is due to poverty but also due to choice – Some dumped by their men and
seven children. It is the easiest way. It is fast cash but not easy. Due to limited
choices, I am self employed, I open my boutique when I want to and close it
too. It is not for people to judgement. There is a lot of unemployment.
Professional nurse chose to do sex work;
Poverty is one, but I also love sex, and I can also make money from this. I had
to maintain my lifestyle, no one will treat me less. I am sorry if I make more
money, and bank teller asks questions. It is my choice ;
Negotiation – no condom no sex, will pay more money, find it difficult to learn
say no. Clients have fantasies – this is what I do, offended when draw
boundaries. I do it because I enjoy sex. I have power in my hands. I have
choices;
With regard to feminist argument which says sex work no choice – result of
patriarchy. My belief – you are contributing to second class syndrome the sex
workers experience. That is victimising. Do not classify me as a victim who
has no choice;
As women we should take a lead. We also hear of marital rape, man forces.
We also have to say no to exploitation, injustice;
There is this idea that men are the bread winners. Sex workers are women,
mostly, making money and supporting families
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Human Rights approach
Cherith Sanger
“A human rights based approach is about . . . increasing the ability and
accountability of individuals and institutions who are responsible for respecting,
protecting and fulfilling rights.
A human rights based approach is about ensuring that both the standards and the
principles of human rights are integrated into policymaking as well as the day to day
running of organisations.” Care About Rights, Scotland:
http://www.scottishhumanrights.com/careaboutrights/whatisahumanrightsbasedappr
oach Accessed on 21 October 2014
What is a human rights based approach?
“. . . every human being is recognized both as a person and as a right-holder. A
rights-based approach strives to secure the freedom, well-being and dignity of all
people everywhere, within the framework of essential standards and principles,
duties and obligations. The rights-based approach supports mechanisms to ensure
that entitlements are attained and safeguarded.
Governments have three levels of obligation: to respect, protect and fulfil every right.
To respect a right means refraining from interfering with the enjoyment of the right.
To protect the right means enacting laws that create mechanisms to prevent violation
of the right by state authorities or by non-state actors. This protection is to be
granted equally to all.
To fulfil the right means to take active steps to put in place institutions and
procedures, including the allocation of resources to enable people to enjoy the right.
A rights-based approach develops the capacity of duty-bearers to meet their
obligations and encourages rights holders to claim their rights.”
United Nations Population Fund
http://www.unfpa.org/rights/approaches.htm Accessed on 21 October 2014
What is the key human rights argument emanating from the SA Constitution?
• The Constitution is supreme law in South Africa.
• The Constitution requires the state to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the
rights in the Bill of Rights including the rights to human dignity, equality,
occupation of choice and health.
• Section 9 of the Constitution - the equality clause - , provides that:
o Section 9(1): “Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to
equal protection and benefit of the law”
o Section 9(2): “ . . . To promote the achievement of equality, legislative
and other measures designed to ‘protect or advance persons’ or
categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair discrimination may be
taken.
o Section 9(3): “The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or
indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds, including race,
gender, sex, … colour, sexual orientation . . .”
What is the key human rights argument emanating from the SA Constitution?
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•

Section 10 – Human Dignity: “Everyone has inherent dignity and the right to
have their dignity respected and protected.”
• Section 12 – Freedom and Security of the Person: This right includes the right
to –
“(c) to be free from all forms of violence from either public or private sources.”
“(e) not to be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way.”
What is the key human rights argument emanating from the SA Constitution?
•
•

Section 22 – Freedom of trade, occupation and profession: “ Every citizen has
the right to choose their trade, occupation and profession freely. . . .”
Section 27 – Healthcare: “Everyone has the right to have access to –
healthcare services including reproductive healthcare (This is a progressive
realisation right)

Why is decriminalisation the best legal model from a human rights perspective?
•
•
•

Contribute to eliminating stigma that is a barrier to service delivery.
Facilitate the respect, protection, promotion and fulfilment of sex workers
human rights by members of society and the state.
Reduce high levels of violence, intimidation and harassment against sex
workers at the hands of the police, their clients, managers and intimate
partners .

Why is decriminalisation the best legal model from a human rights perspective?
•
•
•

Improve access to healthcare services and the criminal justice system without
fear of prejudice because of the nature of sex workers work.
Improved relationships between police and sex workers making it easier to
expose human trafficking and under-age sex work.
Provide sex workers to the full spectrum of labour law rights and entitlements
that workers I other sectors enjoy.

Labour arguments
Stacey Leigh Manoek
•

Section 23 of the Constitution
“EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO FAIR LABOUR PRACTICES”

What is the labour rights approach?
• A labour rights approach is about.....
• promoting rights at work,
• encourage decent employment opportunities,
• enhance social protection and
• strengthen dialogue in handling work related issues.
• ILO has advocated for the legal recognition of sex work as “a legal occupation
with protection under labour law and social security and health regulations”
(Raymond, 1998)
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How does Criminalisation impact on S23 Right?
• Violates SW’s right to free choice of work by making a legitimate form of
labour illegal;
• Little influence over their earnings, work hours or leave time;
• Violated s23 by voiding labour contracts ;
• Denies right to engage in meaningful unionisation activities or collective
bargaining;
• Unable to exercise protection from labour laws, occupation laws or health and
safety laws.
What are the decrim argument ito Labour Rights?
• Negotiate employment contracts
• Promote Sw’s economic rights by allowing them to benefit from existing SA
labour and workplace laws;
• Will allow SW’s to form unions;
• Challenge unfair labour conditions;
• Empower to engage in individual or collective bargaining to demand better
working conditions;
• SA Labour Appeal Court – held that SW’s must have both rights to safe
workplace conditions and the ability to access government mechanisms to
ensure those rights
• Sex workers also have more choice in respect to work place conditions, and
are able to work in big or small brothels, with other sex workers in collectives,
or by themselves in environments that they control
• SWEAT argues that “workers in brothels would also benefit from labour law
and would get pensions when they retired. The Dept of Labour would also
monitor working conditions and the sex workers would be treated with the
same dignity afforded to other workers under the BOR” (SWEAT 2006)
• Following issues could be addressed
• LRA and BCEA could be applied to sex workers;
• Safer and more hygienic working conditions would be required – most SW’s
want to practice safer sex but are unable to enforce as there is no legal
obligation;
• Limits to legal working hours – many reports of working 14 hour days;
• Paid vacation and sick leave;
• Obligation to display safer sex information, to provide condoms, or to screen
clients – helping to alleviate the HIV risk
Questions and Comments – on human rights and Labour
 Human rights is a western import and has no place in this context;
 We have seen that decrim of same sex relationships has no impact on safety;
 What about the rights of home owners who have sex workers devaluing our
properties in front of our families;
 We cannot ignores Jordan, - can we deconstruct – it relation to constitutional
court.;
 Who is paying whose sick leave when standing on streets – why are we
talking on behalf of employers, the brothels;
 If you acting like a criminal should you not be treated as a criminal;
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Kylie case - what prevents other groups exploiting that judgement. Choose
their trade or express my artistic capacity.
Rate of unemployment, who is paying tax, who can get jobs, brothels not
advertised. – can this not reduce unemployment;
Human rights is a western concept – HR are natural rights, not western or
African. For everybody. It is a simple. While choose this one, when we accept
other imports. Ubuntu – in law. Before westerners arrived were we not human;
Human rights are not constructive in our work and advocacy – dignity,
respect, equality and freedom, - principles – we should shift and look at these
too;
In context – which human rights being infringed if we decriminalised;
Impact on stigma;
Same sex unions has had huge impact as LGBTI persons – as now I can walk
down the street and kiss my partner;
As a gay man, I could go to the police and say I have been harassed by
another gay man – I was assisted ;
Have there been the same kind of responses to black lesbians;
In Limpopo, no way you can kiss your partner – you get harassed. Context
differs. Villages where I come from not that supportive ;
Black lesbian you cannot walk down the street with partner. People feel that
they can harass them;
White people have privilege, including gay white men they can do things black
people cannot
Are people saying we should criminalise LGBTI community;
How do we bring that to sex work and how we collaborate.;
After workshop, after decrim things will change;
Sex work will be recognised as work, but there will still be more work needed;
If criminalised, low self esteem, we can be treated badly;
Police chased us away, we need education around that.;
Abortion implemented – only 54% operational, sex worker died from septic
abortion, our struggles are related.

Health
Dianne Masswe
Section 27 talks to the right to health
There is a high HIV rate and women affected disproportionately.
Sex workers have a higher rate, more partners, not using condom
The NSP recognises sex work
When we talk about sex work – myths debunked - not all female, also male and
transgender
There are assumptions about how people have sex, some heterosexual folks have
anal sex
Some women sell to other women – we have to provide comprehensive package
SW are not using condoms, why should we provide them
Condom negotiation is difficult – patriarchy exists
Provide condoms – not only male also female condoms and also lubrication
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If we eradicate sex work we will also eradicate HIV, the SW infect our husbands and
then us. After a relationship we stop using condoms. We all need to use condoms if
we are having sex
Emerging trends
Policing confiscate condoms, police arrest if skirt a little short, as a result they do not
use condoms –
Clients have more negotiating power than SW, want money – extra – you lose out.
Decriminalisation – in NZ – asking for unprotected sex is a jailable offence
We need to have campaign – adherence work – some SW get arrested, denied our
medication in holding cells. Increasing risks
SAPS 74 - if you sick or injured at point at arrest, they will send someone to get
medication. They should give your medication. Can we ask lawyers for more of this
Gate keepers – increase risk, sell choice condoms to sex workers
SW a mobile population – internal and across borders. Get discriminated against –
coming for service providers. Service providers doing a favour.
Peer education strategies.
Address my needs as an individual = regardless of being a sex worker - how can I
be assisted to live a positive live. It is not sex worker responsibility to protect client,
rather protect self

Gender Based Violence
Marlise Richter & Mateenah Hunter
The Case of Cynthia Joni
Cynthia Joni, 44, of
Khayelitsha, said she was
on her way to work in
Kenilworth on October 2
when an unknown man
leapt from his car and
slapped her repeatedly,
then threw her to the
ground
Later, Tim Osrin, 41, who
is a member of the
neighbourhood’s “security
committee” and lives
close to where the incident took place claimed he had assaulted Joni because he
had mistaken her for a prostitute.
The media was alerted to the case when
one of Joni’s employers, Sheila Wilson, posted on Facebook that her domestic
worker had been attacked.
Wilson described the assault as “a hate crime in the middle of suburbia”.
Joni had been walking from the train station to the home of another of her employers
A man drove towards her swerved to a halt, got out of his car and started striding
towards her.
“He got out of the car and came straight up to me and just klapped me. Then he
kicked me hard and I fell down”.
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“That was when I started screaming … and a few people came out of the houses
nearby. One of them was a man called Bernard.
Joni said Bernard took down the man’s number plate and had shouted to the driver,
who had yelled back that Joni was “a criminal”, before racing off.
Journalist interview with Osrin
His neighbourhood was “full of prostitutes”, Osrin said.
“I thought she was a prostitute. She was walking in the street at ten to ten in the
morning. I told her to get out of my street and she laughed, and I thought she was
giving me the finger again. For four years these prostitutes have been giving us the
finger.”
Osrin alleged further that prostitutes in the area “flash their genitals at our kids, they
lift their shirts and show the kids their boobs”.
Kenilworth Residents against Prostitution (KRAP)
Definitions
The term “gender-based violence” refers to violence that targets individuals or
groups on the basis of their gender.
The United Nations’ Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights’ Committee
on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) defines it as “violence
that is directed against a woman because she is a woman or that affects women
disproportionately”.
This does not mean that all acts against a woman are gender-based violence, or that
all victims of GBV are female. The surrounding circumstances where men are victim
of sexual violence could be a man being harassed, beaten or killed because they do
not conform to view of masculinity, which are accepted by the society, such as being
transgender or a men having sex with men.
Violence Against Sex Workers
Most violence against sex workers is a manifestation of gender inequality and
discrimination directed at women, or at men and transgender individuals who do not
conform to gender and heterosexual norms, either because of their ‘feminine’
appearance or the way they express their sexuality.
Criminalization Creates Opportunities for Gender-Based-Violence against Sex
Workers
All people living in South Africa deserve a good quality life and the opportunity for
human development. Women, children, transgender people and other vulnerable
groups in particular deserve to be protected from all forms of harm and exploitation.
Yet, the Government, through its police, may be the biggest perpetrator of gender
based violent abuses of sex workers.
A survey undertaken in 2009 by SWEAT showed that 70% of street sex workers in
Cape Town reported having been abused by police officials.
12% reported that they were raped, 46% reported receiving threats of violence, and
28% reported that they were forced to provide sexual favours to the police.
These figures are disturbing because they exhibit the grave practice of extrajudicial
punishment of sex workers.
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Criminalization Creates Opportunities for Gender-Based-Violence against Sex
Workers
The criminalization of sex work makes sex workers vulnerable targets, while current
gender norms seem to suggest that it is okay to harm a sex worker
The criminalisation of sex work invites society to condemn and abuse sex workers
As a result sex workers suffer stigma, discrimination and continued abuse from many
facets of society including the police, their clients and private security
In addition, their lack of recourse to the law makes them perfect targets.
Sex workers do not report their sexual exploitation at the hands of police or clients
for fear of incriminating themselves as being involved in a criminal activity (engaged
in sex work)









Decriminalisation is Needed to:
Curb GBV against Sex Workers
It is only through the decriminalisation of sex work that we will reduce the
incidence of GBV against sex workers.
Removing the criminalisation removes the stigma and the social belief that
sex workers are wrongdoers who should be punished by society.
Through decriminalisation and public education, over time the police will see
themselves as protectors of sex workers. This happened after New Zealand
decriminalised sex work in 2003
With the police on the side of the sex worker, sex workers will feel free to
report violence and other human rights violations and have recourse to the
law and to all their other deserved constitutional rights.
Joni case – society speaks out - Chi Mgbako, Katherine Bass, Erin Bundra,
Mehak Jamil, Jere Keys and Lauren Melkus, The Case for Decriminalization
of Sex Work in South Africa, 44 Georgetown Journal of International Law
1425 (2013). http://www.timeslive.co.za/thetimes/2014/10/22/virgin-sacksprostitute-attack-coac
Sex workers have increased risk of GBV – 18 times more likely to be
murdered than other women

Health and GBV questions and comments
Question: In the last 15 years we get asked the same questions, 1) would you want
your child to grow up and be a sex worker? And 2) why should we feel sorry for
people, i.e. sex workers who put themselves at risk of violence?
Response:
o I would say yes to the first question, reason being I’m a sex worker
whose choice is not respected by government; I would be in a much
better position to say its fine to choose to be a sex worker. Because
other people do not respect these choices that is why we are currently
in this position. I want mine to be respected so I will respect my child’s
choice to be a sex worker.
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o At the moment, I would not encourage my daughter to be in my
position but if sex work was decriminalised I would support her choice.
o Linking to the above, I would have been happy to support it if a child is
safe and protected by the law.
o I would support it, only if there are good laws and if they are
implemented and if she made the choice at the right age and it’s a
choice she makes,
o Being a migrant sex worker, you never know what life has in store for
you. Decriminalisation should come to make life safer. Let’s make
better laws. Let us support them in their choice, let us better policies
and safer working grounds for sex workers.
Question: How do we get/use the hate crimes to get to decriminalisation?
Response:
o Haters will always be haters, haters can just hate and they can’t do
anything - there are laws that protect but when they attack you have
nowhere to go, there are no laws
o On the inequalities in society, we can have decriminalisation today but
haters will still be there. There are contradictions in our government,
we have beautiful policies such as the DVA which addresses GBV but
then when you get to for e.g. your retail stores the entrance shows the
pink side for girls and blue for boys, what are we as society telling girl
children? That it’s your job, you need to be beautiful, you need to be
Cinderella and you need to be skinny because society is telling you
how you need to look. Society is saying the boys must fight but yet we
saying we are against GBV. Our policies are even saying that we are
against GBV. There are contradictions. For e.g. you see ‘first for
women’ adverts with a man driving a pink car coming to change a tyre
– women do not need men to change a tyre. It’s also the inequalities in
our homes you see Cindy cleaning while John is playing soccer. This is
also evident in church women are making tea and men are doing
nothing. Our kids see a girl looking like a boy and wearing boyish
clothes society and say you need to look like a girl and not a boy. We
can have decriminalisation but we will still have the same challenges
we shouldn’t be singling out sex workers GBV is across the board.
o When it comes to this issue, decimalisation will not solve everything,
for e.g. take HIV, it years and years to sensitize people. One week is
not enough to sensitise people we need to have ongoing dialogues.
With HIV we have not achieved everything related to HIV. Even with
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decriminalisation this will be a starting point even if we don’t get
everything it’s a start.
o We can learn a lot from hate crimes campaigns and this is useful.
Beyond the hate crimes campaign we need to look at sex workers as
holistic beings, we will be increasing our support base by linking with
other campaigns. Even if you don’t support sex workers there may be
commonalities to advance our struggle with respect to learning from
other campaigns
o We talking about hate crimes separate it’s important for the push for
decriminalisation its motivated by hate how do we frame hate crimes
this is important to discuss
Questions:
 Are sex workers not suppose to have kids or be loved? Or have partners?


How do we try to convince sex workers that health is a priority? We come
across a lot of sex workers who do not prioritise health, there was a case
where the left breast of a sex worker was oozing but she refused to get
treatment or have it checked



Sex workers are seen as husband snatches. Isn’t there a way where sex
workers are protected better? Clients in the form of husbands - they don’t
want to use condoms, how can we work together to have safer sex and better
health?



In relation to Dianne’s presentation: 60 per cent of sex workers are HIV
positive that is a very good argument against sex workers



What about abortion? The morning after pill? Cancer? Do sex workers only
have HIV concerns?

Digital Stories Launch: Screening & Popcorn
Before the screening of the digital stories, participants were encouraged to think
about how could one use multimedia strategically for advocacy especially in relation
to decriminalisation.
The same sentiment was expressed after the screening where participants were
asked to think of their organisations and really think about these stories can be used
to send out powerful messages. Participants were also encouraged to think of how
images, personal stories can be used or presented to key roles players as a way to
show what is happening on the ground. After the screenings participants were asked
the following question, what did you feel when you watched these videos?
Participants expressed the following emotions:
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Felt anger when watching the videos, the video of ‘Petra’. Reason being, have
been working closely with her and she’s been arrested and taken to Pollsmoor
Prison. The state failed her by not having the finger print expert in the court.
The law has failed her.



Felt very angry, the constitution clearly states you cannot do these atrocities,
the law is failing us



Felt I don’t even know how to explain the emotions. Every time I talk about
these issues my eyes are full of tears. Since my participation in building the
movement in 2003, I feel if there wasn’t this movement there would no place
to talk about these issues. I’m traumatised, everyday listening to all these
stories. The government has failed us a 100 times. These stories shows hope
and these discussion shows us that step by step it is going somewhere if
Sweat and Sisonke and other partners was not there we wouldn’t be able to
talk about these issues. However, it is important to say that sex workers
continue to be killed everyday



I felt bad because what is happening right now is what was happening in
apartheid. In apartheid you couldn’t walk with a man you would be arrested.
We need to train police and sensitise them. We need to engage with
community stakeholders and show them these digital stories. In our
organisation we are currently working with grandmothers to fight stigma and
discrimination. This is working amazingly well. They invited sex workers to
come and share their experiences in the community and these have worked
and have asked them to talk about the challenges they are experiencing. We
need to work together as organisations

(Facilitator comments) The facilitator acknowledged that people are feeling angry,
sad and shocked. There was a great sense of pride that there are people from the
community that they have been able to put stories down. Need to acknowledge the
people in the room who have put these stories together.
Participants were asked to look at the stories as someone from the outside and not
necessarily as a sex worker and to think of what type of question that would ask
people after showing the stories.
(What type of questions would you ask after showing digital stories to people?)
Participants posed the following questions:
 I would asked people to put down the name of a person very close to you, and
ask if this was your daughter or your brother what would you want to see
happen? Let’s try and bring these discussion home


From what we have seen, would you say South Africa is a liberated country?
How can we get to where we want to be?
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What is it that we can do to assist these human beings that are just like us?
what is it that needs to be done? People need to support sex workers, there
needs to be more voices to support so that government can understand that
sex workers need to protect themselves. Government provides condoms but
then it gets confiscated by the police.



What are you going to make sure you work towards eliminating the violence?
And also what will be your role in your organisation?



I wouldn’t ask a question would just suggestion to the audience we don’t want
pity from no one but to help us to bring people to justice, help us get the
perpetrator to get what they deserve. ‘We don’t want your pity we want your
justice’!



As an individual not being a sex worker- we are fighting against HIV AIDS with
the use of condoms but the police is confiscating them so how much is spent
on buying condoms yet the police is abusing resources so we need to look
into this issue. Government encourages the use of condom to prevent HIV but
then the Police takes it away from sex workers- this is a contradiction

Day one wrap up summary by facilitator
Day one was intended to get everyone in the room on the same page. Participants
were shown the current context in South Africa. This was followed by the ‘Dragons
Den’ presentation followed by the digital stories. One of the important to things to
note is the importance of hearing and documenting sex worker stories. Videos are
powerful in evoking emotions in people - participants were encouraged to think of the
possibilities of using multi- media with respect to advocacy. Participants were also
reminded that these stories do not require a lot of resources so it is important to
consider when thinking about efforts linked to decriminalisation.
Overall, what emerged is that decriminalisation should not be viewed in isolation
from other advocacy work. There is a need to work better with each other and on
other issues so sex workers can be seen as whole people. There is a need to think
about how ‘we’ move forward. Decriminalisation is the first step, a very important first
step.

Day two
The meeting was divided into the six thematic groups and briefed to develop a
strategy on the particular theme.
This was a time develop campaign outputs for presentation and to develop creative
ideas.
Groups were tasked with:
 Developing lots of creative ideas
 A plan of action
 Three slogans
 Ideas for campaign materials, posters, postcards, stickers and badges
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Social media ideas
T Shirts.

Labour
Slogan:
Sex work is work
We are the soul providers
Program of Action:
Recruitment and Lobbying
Sensitisation of the community and SAPs – flyers and attend forum meetings
Work with trade unions- police union and public health
Safe working environment
Memorandum of demands:
We demand fair labour practices
We demand a Safe Environment
We demand recognition of sex work
We demand freedom of association

These pictures illustrated the
groups poster, t shirt. The
poser had a theme noting a
range of professions and
suggesting: sex work is a
profession recognise it
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Rights
Slogan:
Decriminalisation of the people
Decriminalisation of the other
It is my choice
We do not want your pity. We want justice
We are not other

Plan of Action:
Community level
Door to door
Community dialogues
Public hearings
Training on rights and remedies
Do not create another box for SWs
Reduce stigma
Garner support for change
Look at people who are being violated
We were also in the struggle but we are now not recognised
Social media ideas
Develop followers, note views, feedback and engaging in dialogue
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Gender Based Violence
Slogans: Sex Work is My Choice Violence is your choice
Sex work .My Profession .My Choice
Protect us we are humans also
Action Plan
Campaign Strategies
Law reformNational strategic plan on gender based violence to ensure safety and protection of
sex workers
And same with hate crime incidents-make sure crimes motivated by sex work are
punishable and taken serious, to have access to justice
Removing barriers to sex worker accessing justice- police brutality, non judgemental
paralegal advise
Get Rights to dignity and respect/non discrimination
Community Engagement/sensitize our Community
Community gathering and invite stakeholders (community, policeman, law,
enforcement, spiritual leaders ,traditional leaders and religious leaders )to address
issue of sex worker hate crimes , how to protect their profession of sex worker .
Getting radio slots –to talk more about GBV/NSP and Hate crimes on sexworker
Networking
Engaging other Civil Society partners who are engaged in wok with women and work
on GBV to be part of a broader mobilisation strategy to protect and Support sex
workers.
Social Media
Twitter &Face book –have a page where we will engage everyone in discussions
around GBV on sex workers.
WhatsApp /Mix it Support Group for sex worker
Awareness SMSz on Saftey tips
Get on board, what if this was your mother, aunt,
sister brother
Community engagement –Sensitising our
community
Human face to sex work
Gate keepers
Community gathering and invite sex workers
(community, police, law and enforcement spiritual
leaders, traditional leaders and religious leaders to
Networking
Engage other civil soc who are engaged in work and be part of a broader group. Integrating a
broader movement, sex workers as women and
part of general GBV work.

Health and human rights
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Slogans:
Health is a human rights- no rights without health, not health without rights
No getting to zero without decrim
Tool of my trade no evidence of a crime
I am a sister, mother, brother, friend, teacher, neighbour, safe sex expert as well
TShirt: Decriminalise – do not criticise it
Health and rights are indivisible
Strategy
Awareness raising in health facilities - with
providers and communities to address risks
Public fora and social media
Marches - eg, Klerksdorp = sex workers march
against illegal abortion – to indicate Sex workers
are responsible
Traditional media
Health worker pre and post sensitisation
workshop and go to NDOH – and present
challenges
Collect data – link between criminalising and
denial of services and increased risk
Advocating at different levels – DOJ, SANAC
and NDOH
Not just HIV – adherence clubs, holistic – risk of
sex workers children, mental health
Social media
Digital stories – of sex worker struggles to address HIV and AIDS – show human
side, how manage lives as infected due to criminalisation
Plan of action
Lobby
Sensitisation
Talks
Networking

Religion and culture
Plan of Action

Lobby traditional leaders, religious and influential people
Sensitisation trainings – eg digital stories, sex worker testimonies
Talks – heritage day
Picketing
Networking with stakeholders – ongoing
How: debate, workshops, role plays and campaigns
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Various slogans and ideas:
Sex work is my culture
Sex work is our culture
Jesus did not condemn sex workers

Feminist
The idea was suggested of a political party - I belong to the Apple
party – forbidden fruit Political Party – an apple a day – sexual political
party.
There would be enough votes for
an MP
Slogans:
Solidarity is the Answer
Sex pays bills get used to it
Control over our bodies means
control over our lives
I contribute to the road works
I am a sex worker
Let us come together as one

Debriefing and reflection regarding campaign development process
Questions were asked:
how did you feel about
this process, designing
the campaign and working
in groups
 Honestly saybrought out my creativity,
think overall all groups,
see potential netowkring,
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collaborating and working with the TU movement
Doors starting to open, not about working conditions, also human rights, focus
on politics forget about human rights of workers
What are possibilities of working together in future – COSATU national
conference – and national gender conference – in past worked together,
resolutions and also look to implementation, keeping people on toes, keep
track within different sectors. A lack – also about political will.
I was thinking – wondering – yes done all of this, what have seen, feel
redundant
HIV – do not want to touch us
I want to see sex work being decriminalised – we fight for our freedoms and
laws – we are also South Africans as sex workers – also educate people
Need community educated same as HIV
 Networking is most powerful tool in
mobilising around decrim, diverse skills
 Just email address, ask advise, hope to take
further, how
 Sisonke member
Need to be a sex worker to join, They would love to
join Sisonke to boost numbers, yet leave decisions
to sex workers. I wanted to be a support member –
need to consult with members – take into next
conference
 Religion and culture – challenging topic –
everybody has something to say, although difficult
at first
 With commitment and campaign, visible to
everyone – we can come together and work
Sensitive topic – certain messages – argue and
work out right words
 Ideas pop out – very well with each other
Circle of ideas
 Difficult – to understand as feminists to try
and work in support. If the client comes to me and
expects, when client comes and replicating
patriarchy and reclaim power our position, you are the man and I am the
woman – how to position ourselves – we discussed feminism – it is hectic
Feminism is broad and diverse - we need grassroot woman to understand and
at the end of the day who is not a sex worker
Used in stubborn way – need to break the words down
#pussypaysbillsSA Whatsapp group – sex pays bills. If I do not have a pussy,
am I excluded. Group was pussy dominated Reproductive justice coalition a network to support decrim
We have a diverse groups and beliefs – came up with great campaign after
listening to each other – We clashed but good -
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We get to share, experience – felt supported – different stakeholders –
contributed to thinking the use of condoms as evidence - - when confiscate,
that is sexual harassment
Police destroying ARVs of sex workers, counsellors sleep with sex workers
without condoms – detained and do not have access to meds – how am I
going to live, how can I protect myself
Health sector cannot provide services that then condoms denied and ARVs
denied>

Presentation on advocacy formats – coalition building
Mateenah Hunter
Coalition, alliance or collective
How to move forwards















Formats of Pressure Groups
Definitions:
Advocacy Group:
Groups that use various forms of advocacy to influence public opinion, policy,
and law.
They play an important part in the development of political and social
systems.
Groups vary considerably in size, influence, and motive
Some have wide-ranging long term social purposes, others are focused and
are as a response to an immediate issue or concern. Some have developed
into important social, political institutions or social movements.
Campaign (Movement):
 An organised course of action (movement/activism/mobilisation)
to achieve a goal.
Coalition (Alliance):
 A (temporary?) alliance for combined action, especially
of political parties forming a government.
Definitions Continued:
Forum (Gathering): A meeting or medium where ideas and views on
a particular issue can be exchanged.
An advocacy group can take the form of a Campaign, a Coalition, Forum,
Movement or an Alliance
 It can be called a campaign, a movement, a coalition, an alliance or a
forum.
 The titles do not necessarily reflect the dictionary definition and are
often used interchangeably.
 Regardless of its format or the title, the advocacy group will have a
campaign or a number of campaigns.
 An advocacy group could be registered non-profit organisation (Section
21 co/Trust/Voluntary Association)
▪ Could assist with fund-raising
Forms of Advocacy Groups
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 Mass-member based social movements:
 Examples: The Treatment Action Campaign, the Social Justice
Coalition, Land Access Movement of South Africa
 Features:
▪ While they may start from other organisations and/or have the
support of “partner” organisation they are not in fact a coalition
of different organizations – it is a single organisation.
▪ They have leadership structures, a board; and designated staff
and offices. It can be a section 21 co, or a voluntary association.
▪ In addition they have public membership. Membership is usually
massive (1000s) and makes for easy mass mobilization around
campaigns.
▪ Forms of Advocacy Groups
 Coalitions:
 Examples: The Right2Know Campaign and the AIDS and Rights
Alliance for South Africa.
 Features:
▪ It is a coalition of different organizations or members of different
organisations.
▪ Members of organisations contribute to the work of the coalition
as representatives of their organisations or sometimes in their
individual capacity (some member so the right to know.
▪ They have designated, coalition only staff members, who do not
belong to another organisation .
▪ They have a designated office.
▪ They do not have a board. Organisations or their members
usually form part of the coalition’s trust or voluntary association.
 Forms of Advocacy Groups
 Forums:
 Examples: The Shukumisa Campaign and the Detention Justice Forum
 Features:
▪ It is a coalition of different organisations.
▪ Members of the different organisations contribute to the forum in
their representative capacity.
▪ There is no forum designated staff and their is no designated
office for the forum. Some members of organisations may make
up a coordinating team or some sort of leadership structure.
▪ Forums mainly share ideas, lobby together and make policy
submissions together. They will rarely be represented as a
single juristic entity, for example, as a party in litigation, whereas
mass-member social movements and coalitions may.
▪ The collectiveness of a forum is more fluid than a mass member
social movement or a coalition based organisation.
▪ Coalition Proposal
The Case of the Detention Justice Forum
 Background
 In March 2012, civil society organisations concerned about detainees’ rights
convened to identify potential areas of collaboration, and to share lessons
learnt from past experiences partnering with the Department of Correctional
Services (DCS) and working to increase DCS accountability.
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 Participating stakeholders included a wide range of non-governmental and
community-based organisations, government watchdog bodies, and United
Nations agencies.
 Background
 The stakeholders reached a consensus of the need to collaborate strategically
to strengthen civil society’s ability to partner and deliver services, as well as to
advocate as a collective to monitor and support relevant government
departments in the execution of their mandates.
 This purpose also extends to independent oversight bodies, which are all
tasked with promoting and protecting human rights of detainees in South
Africa.
 The resulting collaborative initiative is called the Detention Justice Forum
(DJF).
 Background
 The DJF is a civil-society membership organisation.
 It seeks to ensure that the rights and well-being of those who are detained
are respected and upheld, as enshrined under the South African Constitution,
laws, and international human rights norms and standards.
 Nature of the Forum
 Consists of NGOs, community-based organisations, and academics, with a
shared interest in ensuring that the rights of detainees are upheld.
 Our membership includes organisations with varied individual focuses and
degrees of engagement in the penal and broader detention and human-rights
sectors.
 For example, member organisations’ foci span from direct service
provision and (former and current) detainee support and
empowerment, to advocacy and policy development.
 The diversity brings complementary insights and experiences to the
table.
 Membership
 Membership is open to any organisation that shares the values and mission of
the Forum, is not a state department, and is keen to engage on these issues
as part of a collective.
 While the Forum seeks to preserve a civil society space, it will regularly seek
government engagement and collaboration in furthering our shared goals
around detainees’ rights, this includes the engagement of independent
oversight bodies established by Chapter 9 of the Constitution and statutory
watchdog bodies.
 Membership
 The Forum seeks to involve (former and current) detainee
organisations/individuals and voices in its strategy development and
implementation.
 The DJF encourages all members to participate in ongoing recruitment of
relevant organisations, grouping and individuals.
 Member organisations will have the option of their membership being stated in
the Forum’s explanatory and publicly-available information, or alternatively to
participate anonymously.
 Governance
 Each organisation is an equal partner within the Forum, with its views and
opinions having equal weight to that of other members.
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 While the Coordinators are responsible for the day-to-day running of the DJF,
decisions on its direction and policy are made by the entire membership.
 The membership defines a framework of purpose for the DJF and its policies,
goals and programmes, and provides a mechanism for accountability and
compliance.
 The mechanism through which these governance decisions are made is
through the Forum’s Annual General Meeting (AGM)
 Proposal for a ‘Decrim Coalition’
 Nitty Gritty
 Draft a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that organisations (and
individuals?) sign
 Contains the roles and responsibilities of members
 Can be revised at the AGM

Discussion and comments regarding groupings going forward






















Coalition – great strength and different advise – different voices; is a strength
as people listen to different voices. Really helpful
Challenges too – mostly about individualism, work in organisations- if there is
not secretariat, then it gets phased out
I do not know what is going down – very confusing – examples
Look to structures – collective or coalition
Use networks we already have eg SANAC – use these
Coalition – umbrella terms – forms, we are already
What do we want to do in terms of expanding
Useful to have meeting – working in provinces – pick on issues and
challenges
Areas = legal, health – reproductive justice, labour
Who speaks – to media, decision makers
Need to refine platforms to work on in provinces –
Get buy in from community at large – this is how it affects everybody – use
exisiting buy in eg NDOH key population
Sisonke has already visibility in provinces – we can grow that – and spread
that
Done on national and provincial levels = strengthen and expand
Closed groups of people – sex worker movement – of sex workers only
There is something of value in that – as an individual – I am committed to
decrim – what is my personal commitment; an organisational position is not
the only position
Site officers very valuable
Effective – People are affected - I like strategies
Lobbying – parliament; in other provinces how does that work? We need to
move on that demand to be treated humanely
National agenda that can be carried out in provinces = who would that be and
what would they participate in
Steering committee – leading on actions – WLC, Sonke, Sisonke and others –
often supported or offered assistance – others – was that before – this is not
new – that memory is there
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Blue print - need to plot out how this can work out –
Skukamisa campaign good eg. Membership and MOUs – need a coordinator
– was less effective
Sub groups proof effective – better
Membership good to get things done – but do we want to get things done
If attending meeting for first time – I will want to see logically how where it
was, how to participate, where it is going? – need background history
I like secret members – organisations who are prominent who support sex
worker but do not want to because of political position
We need an induction pack –
My director told me come, I do not want to know - responsibility to send
participants who are up to speed.
Concern about secret membership – most people do support, but do we give
people the gap. People must be out
Oh – I hear what you saying, state funding – risk losing, they bring skills, what
is holding you back.
Pity we have not discussed PEPFAR and big problem – organisations at risk
Advocacy campaign only – if cannot speak out of no value
Not happy, SA constitution – demise of abortion movement – cannot be
dictated by US in terms of our SA issues Do we want a formal group –
As we are under the carpet – as criminalised, part of the way we living – the
message behind the mask, this is our daily lives – respect – we are secret
Use us as a tool – for decrim
I do not want to be a secret member – how long are we going too stay in the
closet – purpose to fight for rights, destigmatise and address our issues =- like
destigmatising HIV
Formal coalition move campaign forward – as service delivery structure we
would like a structure –
Formalised structure will help a lot in terms of speeding up process – difficult if
done in informal way – being open – human rights are human rights- make a
different support formal coalition
Support fomal coalition – take closer to provinces, organise legislature people
– some move quicker than others, we need to see who can and is supporting
us
Formal structure – coordinator – review how each other provinces – view
good and bad – some with, against and fence sitters – we can bring them all –
Agree formalised structure-sometimes different messages when do things
differently – collusion to strengthen messages, clearer and refined - speak
the same language – legalisation or decrimalisation – so confused
Realise some of our partners funded by PEPFAR and voices are limited – but
we are grateful cos of activities – around health – before their was less access
– how work around that – HIV infecting and affecting me – think around it –
PEPFAR and anti prostitution pledge
Yes formal coalition – lifeline – yes
Formation of coalition the way to do – the more we are the more we can do –
Formalised structure – consensus =
How do we model it – Skukimisa – lets get the MOU to review
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Constitution – all people - Secret members –
Government - some side conversations – allies – some government activists,
hold accountable – some more open than others
Memberships – do we actively embrace government members
Who share mission and goals –
Working group should work out details - Coordinators – decide –
SWEAT coordination – obvious choice – funding –capacity – should be
continuity – dedicated continuity =
Will we confuse SWEAT issues – some form of impartiality – contract with
coalition and not just SWEAT – coalition also needs to fundraise
Need a working group to specifically address coalitions etc coordinator –
volunteers
Papas, (FS) Soso, Munya,Thuli, Linda, Kholi, Marlise, Pamela, Eugene,
Marion, Women’s legal centre, Trish
Timing - mid November – address initial questions and formation

Reflections on meeting and expectations















Please like our Sisonke FB page
Partially met – discussions held around strategies under different themed
topics what to take forward and focus –
I thought I was going to walk out with a strategy
Discussion re structure for campaign – steps are there =
Need to have national big ideas driven by a few, and yet implementation few –
adapting and working to strengths – sit in provinces and explore what can
take forward
We fear marching in Observatory (in Jhb) could be worse than marching in
Kenilworth – how can we support each other – learn from each other
Press statement – is there one?
We are new since July, all my expectations were met, and I was not even
sure what decriminalisation was, sex work so different in different areas - in
Kimberly police okay yet in Kuruman harassed. We have different platforms to
really give input and I am excited.
Why are swe not supported, it has been 7 – to 8 years asking where are the
other organisations to when do not see others support, what is holding them
back
It is good to know what is already there – are we starting – new but I am not
sure where we are , where have we failed – know the history – what is new
that we can bring to the table – mapping of exercise, where we can see our
allies, stakeholders, where we mobilise – how best can we do this – who else
can we bring on board. I wanted to learn more history.
It is good to link movements and campaigns – I am more than my sexuality –
part of the missing link – we struggled to maintain to SW movement – of other
movements- need to do linking – more could be done
See us getting into the nitty gritty – secretariat – how feed activities and what
these would be at national and provincial way – activities and indicators –
need follow up then.
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Impact and outcomes of the meeting










The meeting facilitated around 30 organisations to meet together around
decriminalisation in SA;
Learning was provided regarding the context of sex work in South Africa –
particularly noting the impact of gender based violence and HIV in relation to
sex workers;
The meeting was fully briefed regarding various legal models and clear
arguments for decriminalisation were provided noting six areas to defend or
argue positions from;
Participants actively engaged in the development of advocacy programmes
and had the opportunity to present these and learn from them;
Networking and individual and group learning took place;
Digital stories were shown to learn how this advocacy medium can be
developed and used;
Different models of coalitions were discussed and a model of a coalition was
chosen and a volunteer group stepped forward to take this further;
Institutional memories and histories were shared and developed in relation to
decriminalisation of sex work campaigning in South Africa; and
Discussion on intersectional struggles in relation to reproductive justice took
place noting the central role of sex workers in this movement.
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Organisational Participant list
Sisonke
SWEAT
Women's Legal Centre
Sonke Gender Justice
Open Society Foundation
African Gender Institute, UCT
Aids Legal Network
POWA
SANAC
Life Line (Northern Cape)
Life Line (Bloem)
SHE
HTA
COSATU
Project Empower
NACOSA
UCT Gender, Health and Justice Research Unit
PASSOP
Qholaqwe Legal Assistance
WISH
Nqobile Women
Khethimpilo
GRIP
Centre for Positive Care
Lesedi-Lechabile Primary Care
Coalition of African Lesbians
Triangle Project
ODAC

